07 Vision – Destiny 2016
Session 07 – FAR Mountain
Church as you don’t know it!!!
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0v1feK6H5U
This a very different environment from what we are used to
In persecution there is passion
In comfort there is often complacency
We cannot afford to be comfortable or complacent we need to be prepared
Cindy Jacobs:
A great move of the Holy Spirit upon children (ages 2-12) began in 2014, but will
spread to other nations this year and will grow rapidly in intensity.
They will be the "Samuels" of this generation and be very accurate in hearing God's
voice.
Mike Bryant’s heavenly vision of children:
Then God took me to this place where I saw children worshipping and they were
worshipping Him. Children who were in heaven worshipping together with our
worship. I saw whole groups of children who were kneeling down on green grass
worshipping with us in this room.
We engaged with heaven about being the Exchange a place where people can
exchange an old life for new
 God revealed to a number of people how important children are going to
be in what is coming
 We need to be ready for this
The children of heaven, miscarriages, abortions etc are being prepared to be
released untangled by the world and free to return as a new cloud of witnesses
I (Mike) have a been to a place where these children are being tutored and trained by
the angels and met my grandchildren
Recently God took me there again
Son, meet Rosharel: “I am free grandfather and I am being prepared to assist in the
great move that is coming when the white ones will be fully unveiled and released.”
I felt such a pure heart and loving nature.





There are children in heaven being prepared to be involved with us
They are watching and observing
A release of a new cloud of witnesses prepared for our generation is coming
Children on earth are going to be engaging God supernaturally becoming
warriors of heaven

We have wider ministry than just the local area.
God: I am calling you to raise up the legislators and the oracles for this new cycle of
justice.
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 I sent you to the nations to issue the edict for the Joshua Generation,
now you must be prepared to answer their calls.







Don't ignore those nations any longer.
The forerunners will reach out to you. Answer their calls and help equip them
to rule in their nations with righteousness and justice.
Son, listen intently for the sound of hunger that will be released from the
nations.
Son watch for the signs I will give and respond as a true of son of Issachar.
I will raise up those who will take up the slack here so you can go where the
sound is loudest and the signs are clearest.
Just as you have found a way to be creative with the desire to build, I will
enable you to make a new way.

Next year the construction cycle will begin when eagle and ox will partner and greater
grace will be released and manifold grace will lead to grace upon grace in
preparation for the cycle of unprecedented mercy that will follow
Church as you don’t know it!!!
 What is our identity as a church?
 Who are we?
 Why are we here?
 What are we called to do?
 How are we called to do it?

Heb 12:26 And His voice shook the earth then, but now He has promised, saying,
“Yet once more I will shake not only the earth, but also the heaven.” 27 This
expression, “Yet once more,” denotes the removing of those things which can be
shaken, as of created things, so that those things which cannot be shaken may
remain..
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Heb 12:28 Therefore, since we receive a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us
show gratitude, by which we may offer to God an acceptable service with reverence
and awe; 29 for our God is a consuming fire.
Things will not continue as they are
 There are great shakings coming
 We can’t assume everything is going to be the same
 This is not a doom and gloom come-and-rescue-us-scenario
 This will reveal the true church
 This will be an opportunity for the true church to arise and shine. Isa 60
 This is how the Mountain of the House of Lord is going to be raised up. Isa 2:2
 We must start preparing how we are going to do what we are called to do in
light of the future, not just the present
One of our biggest hindrances is normalcy - the trap of the familiar
 It creates complacency
 It is time!!
 We have been called to know the times and seasons

Sons of Issachar
1 Chron 12:32 Of the sons of Issachar, men who understood the times, with
knowledge of what Israel should do
Our destiny & our ministry calling is to be forerunners
Freedom Apostolic Resources is a ministry area that is called to equip people for
what is coming
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Freedom Apostolic Resources is our ministry mountain area that is mandated
to equip for what is coming
 God is speaking. His voice is the sound coming out of heaven
 He is calling His people to resonate with His voice
 What is God saying?

Freedom Mountains – represent our spheres of kingdom authority and
influence
7 Mountains: Good news, Freedom, Health, Harmony, Blessing, Media, Enterprise
Shalom Ministry mountains: Exchange, FCA, FSE, FAR
Our Bench of 12 is made up of representatives of each of our 7 mountains, the
angel of the house representing our bench of 7, Freedom Apostolic Resources,
Today I want to present the blueprint and mandate of the Freedom Apostolic
Resources mountain
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As a church and the wider apostolic ministry we are called to be part of the
Joshua Generation
We are called to receive our kingdom inheritance beyond the veil
We are called to reach and equip the next harvesting generation in the
supernatural ways of their kingdom inheritance
God said to us three years ago:
 Freedom is to be a Sandhurst, a WestPoint to raise up officers for the next
generation, those capable of leading into battle.
 Officers who understand and outwork strategy and battle plans. You must be
able to fast track people.
 l have given you all the tools of ministry and revelation you need to quickly get
people on the right track.
 The government must be in place and the council must be functioning
effectively, ruling the house and taking charge of the courts.
 I have told you to prepare the house for glory; all you have done up to now is
to lay new foundations.
 Now you must build and have the blueprint revealed and on display on earth
as it is in heaven.
 I will release the scrolls and the mandates necessary to rule effectively and
establish the ministries that are destined to be released from the mountains.
 They must be willing to step up to their thrones and take the responsibility for
the authority I am willing to release to them.
 Call people to be drawn to the vision and they will be strategically released to
you.
 You must have the mountains occupied and then the power, people and fresh
resources will be released.
 I am calling for lords to come forth to step out and take their positions of
responsibility
l will release the scrolls for the mountains of the church, FAR, area and region as you
take your position in the realm of the kingdom of heaven.
Freedom Apostolic Resources Mountain
Our mandate is what we are authorised to do
Our blueprint is how we are called to do it




FAR is authorised to gather and connect relationally to resource, equip and
release.
We are to be a catalyst for transformation.
A catalyst is to help give energy to a reaction but is not used or expended
itself.
A fire starter to help ignite passion with heavenly revelation unveiling a new
reality of truth

Our Mandate
 To connect heaven and earth to release eternal destiny
 To release heavens sounds and frequencies into the created order
 To equip to encounter and experience true reality, heavenly intimacy, freedom,
transformation, progressive revelation
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To release heavenly and earthly legislative government
To help to equip lords, kings and sons to engage their heavenly positions of
governmental authority
To equip them to rule God’s house, have charge of the heavenly courts and
access and influence the councils and assemblies of God
To release heavenly blueprints and mandates
To administrate the times and seasons by aligning the circle of the deep
To produce and provide resources that will enable the sons of God to answer
creations groan and be manifested on the earth

Zech 3:7 “Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘If you will walk in My ways and if you will
perform My service, then you will also govern My house and also have charge of My
courts, and I will grant you free access among these who are standing here.
 The focus in this season is on reaching, releasing and equipping the
Joshua Generation
Our current mandate
 To call forth and equip a Joshua Generation
 A worldwide Joshua – Joseph – Enoch – Daniel – David generation.
 To call into the wilderness to the next wave to release the sound of deep
calling to deep.
 To help bring believers around the world come into the new heavenly order.
 To release a heavenly sound to bring the old wilderness mountains down and
raise the valleys up
 To open up portals in the heavenly realms for heaven sounds to engage earth
 To release the sound that calls forth the government of God over regions and
nations
 To offer support and encouragement for those who respond governmentally
 To equip the Joshua Generation to rule the house and take charge of the
courts and stand in the assemblies and councils of God
 To equip the Order of Melchizedek to legislate effectively
 To produce and provide resources to establish the blueprints to establish new
order Ekklesia and Cities of Refuge.
 To call forth and equip benches of 3, 7, and 12.
 To align the circle of the deep to release the resources and revelation of the
12 High Chancellors’ Houses.
The 7 mountains spheres of authority:
 Resources
 Consultation
 Discipleship and mentoring
 Ekklesia
 Government and legislation
 Regions, Nations, Continents
 Cities of Refuge
Activities: (The things we do to accomplish our mandate)
 Gather
 Connect
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Impart
Release

There are many layers of what it means to gather:
 Physical gathering
 Virtual gathering
 Heavenly and Angelic gathering
 Ekklesia are people gathering around a heavenly blueprint
 Relationally engaging with people

What does it mean to connect:
 Connect people to help facilitate the relationships that are established out of
gathering
 Physical relational connections between people, areas, regions and nations
etc.
This is not a structural organisational network it - must be relational
 Connecting heaven and earth
 Connecting with the angelic realm and the 7 spirits of God
 Connecting with the cloud of witnesses
 Connecting with the 4 orders of Angels assigned in the transition from old to
new– Transformation, Winds of Change, Sound, Refiners Fire
 Gathering and connecting people together within nations, areas, regions,
states, time-zones and continents.
-8 to +12 time-zones from 30+ different countries on 5 continents
These facilitate relational connections to provide support and encouragement
We are walking alongside people on their journeys we are not over them or under
them
We are providing support and encouragement to various groups who are becoming
or transitioning into the Joshua Generation Ekklesia.
Relationally and through resources
We are helping people to establish the government of God in various nations
Engaging relationally and helping them make connections
Establish patterns of Government
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Our mandate is to help support equip and release government relationally.





We desire to walk along side people on their journey for as long as they
need us.
We are helping people to legislate heavens government and God’s kingdom
authority in their own lives, areas, towns, cities regions and nations.
We are mandated to disciple or mentor people to hear God for themselves
and engage heaven themselves.

Currently I (Mike) am personally involved in 35 mentoring groups in 16 different
nations.
I am at capacity as it stands but the need is increasing so we need others to help us
fulfil our mandate as part of God's blueprint.
We are called to visit other places and help gather, connect, establish, equip and
release.
We are also mandated to gather people here to connect and equip. We have had
visits from people from various nations USA, Germany, New Zealand, South Africa,
China and UK.
This will increase and others will come to stay with us for a season like Waltaut from
Germany. Some others are preparing to come and join us here.
We will eventually have an intern programme and ministry school to gather, connect,
equip and release
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Again this is relational not structural we are not trying to form a new stream; there is
no hierarchy involved just relationship
This is an outworking of our church blueprint and the vision and values God has
given us.
Starting here with us and expanding out




Living in and living out the manifest presence of God – dual realms
Helping each person find and fulfil their destiny
Helping people to become free
o Free to know God by experience
o Free to see their eternal destiny by experience
o Free to be who God created each person to be by experience
o Free to do what God created each individual to do
o Free to go beyond the limitations of time and space to where
God is calling

Our equipping is delivered through:
 Personal mentoring and teaching
 Legislation groups with activations
 Providing resources through our blog, YouTube channel, websites, audio and
visual downloads
 Engaging God Programme - online equipping manual
“Engaging God on the heavenly pathways of relationship and responsibility” is the
interactive online manual
In June 2014 I recruited for the Alpha test group.
200 people launched in August 2014
In January 2015 we had 20 Alpha mentoring groups
In February 2015 we recruited for beta groups now 700+ subscribers
In Sept 2015 I launched 11 legislation groups with 190+ people
There are Leaders in transition support groups
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We have a mentoring programme encouraging the Alpha group to mentor the Beta
group
We also have groups of people doing the manual together
We have many resources and ways of connecting:
 YOUTUBE channel 3282 subscribers
 450+ Mentoring videos 387,666 views
 Facebook channel and page to promote our teaching resources now have
4951 friends
There is a hunger and we are connecting with more and more people
Our focus as a mountain is:
 To gather more friends and connect them to their destinies and each other.
 To impart experiential revelation and release them to fulfil their legislative
purpose
 We provide consultancy coming alongside people in relationship and helping
them engage God
 Helping people engage their mandate and blueprint
 Helping people to establish the foundational government of Benches 3
 Helping to walk out that journey
We have been able to help a number of groups both in the UK and US establish
Ekklesia blueprints and benches of 3
This continues in ongoing relationship where we walking alongside
Our desire is to support and encourage throughout the process
Jeremy is the other member of the FAR bench. (We need one more)
He is now going to share some testimonies and demonstrate some of our resources:

What are the resources?
 Websites
–www.freedomarc.org/
–www.freedomtrust.org.uk/
Successful requests since Sept 2015: 1,555,567
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Data transferred since Sept 2015: 5.59 terabytes
Average data transferred per day: 41.80 gigabytes
 Blog
–www.freedomarc.wordpress.com
200+ posts, 1500 subscribers
Average 1000 page views each day
756,000 page views all time
 YouTube channel
–www.youtube.com/user/MikeParsonsFreedomAR
•300+ videos, 3000+ subscribers, 350,000 views
 Social Media pages
–Facebook - Freedom ARC page (1900 likes)
Please share (don’t just ‘like’) our posts! (We want the message to go out!)
–Twitter - @freedomarc (340 followers)
–Google+ - FreedomARC (156 followers; 107,436 views)
 The Engaging God programme (Alpha and Beta groups)
–equipping a Joshua Generation of supernatural sons of God to live according to the
order of Melchizedek (800+ subscribers)
 People
–Mike (and others): teaching, mentoring, strategic
–Engaging God mentors
–Volunteer transcribers, translators, proof-readers
–You
We now have small team working together in cooperation with our with our Media
mountain
We would love for you to join us as part of the bench 3 or on one of the 7 mountains
to help grow and develop and outwork this blueprint.
Come and speak to us to find out more
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